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anthropology to mathematical economics, Alexander Rosenberg leads the reader
through behaviorism, naturalism, interpretativism about human action, and
macrosocial scientific perspectives, illuminating the motivation and strategy of
each.Rewritten throughout to increase accessibility, this new edition retains the
remarkable achievement of revealing the social sciences' enduring relation to the
fundamental problems of philosophy. It includes new discussions of positivism,
European philosophy of history, causation, statistical laws, quantitative models,
and postempiricist social science, along with a completely updated literature
guide that keys chapters to widely anthologized papers.
Comparative Historical Analysis in the Social Sciences James Mahoney 2003-02-10
Sample Text
Neuroethics, Nootropics, Neuroenhancement Rey Francis Hernandez 2018-02-12 This
book puts forward an ethical case against promoting neuroenhancement in modern
society. It does so by invoking a normative platform that can be couched in three
S'es: synapses, self, and society - themselves symbolizing the three main sources
of influence in neuroethics. From this platform, it seeks to protect the
individual's right to choose the good over what is purportedly better, thereby
contributing a philosophical perspective not only to the neuroenhancement debate,
but to the other debates in neuroethics as well. Rey Francis Hernandez is an
associate professor of philosophy at Ateneo de Naga University and chief executive
officer of EPECTO g. e. V.
The Philosophy of Social Science Garry Potter 2016-12-13 Now in its second
edition, this comprehensive textbook offers an exceptionally accessible yet indepth introduction to the philosophy of social science. Students with no previous
knowledge will find themselves taken on an engaging philosophical journey: the
book s unique dialogue format anticipates their most frequently asked questions
and provides clear explanations of specialised terminology and essential
contextualisation of contemporary debates. Encompassing both traditional and
contemporary perspectives, the book explores the questions and debates raised by
all the major theoretical positions in the philosophy of social science, including
positivism, empiricism, rationalism, hermeneutics, feminist epistemology,
postmodernism and critical realism. The first edition of this book had a
Eurocentric bias, as does virtually all other textbooks covering this subject
matter. This has been corrected in the second edition and includes a new chapter
on the contributions of Islam to philosophy, natural science social science
including sociology. The second edition also has a newly written chapter on
pragmaticism and neo-pragmaticism, as well as strengthened coverage of
hermeneutics, postmodernism and critical realism. The book s rich pedagogic
support includes: point-by-point summaries introducing the scope of every chapter;
discussion questions; further reading lists; and a glossary of key terminology.
This excellent textbook is designed to provide every student with a clear
understanding of important and complex issues. It is essential reading for all
students of philosophy of social science, whether at undergraduate or Masters

The SAGE Handbook of Social Science Methodology William Outhwaite 2007-10-18 "An
excellent guidebook through different approaches to social science measurement,
including the all-important route-maps that show us how to get there." - Roger
Jowell, City University "In this wide-ranging collection of chapters, written by
acknowledged experts in their fields, Outhwaite and Turner have brought together
material in one volume which will provide an extremely important platform for
consideration of the full range of contemporary analytical and methodological
issues." - Charles Crothers, Auckland University of Technology This is a jewel
among methods Handbooks, bringing together a formidable collection of
international contributors to comment on every aspect of the various central
issues, complications and controversies in the core methodological traditions. It
is designed to meet the needs of those disciplinary and nondisciplinary problemoriented social inquirers for a comprehensive overview of the methodological
literature. The text is divided into 7 sections: Overviews of methodological
approaches in the social sciences Cases, comparisons and theory Quantification and
experiment Rationality, complexity and collectivity Interpretation, critique and
postmodernity Discourse construction Engagement. Edited by two leading figures in
the field, the Handbook is a landmark work in the field of research methods. More
than just a 'cookbook' that teaches readers how to master techniques, it will give
social scientists in all disciplines an appreciation for the full range of
methodological debates today, from the quantitative to the qualitative, giving
them deeper and sharpen insights into their own research questions. It will
generate debate, solutions and a series of questions for researchers to exploit
and develop in their research and teaching.
The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Social Science Lee McIntyre 2016-12-08
The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Social Science is an outstanding guide to
the major themes, movements, debates, and topics in the philosophy of social
science. It includes thirty-seven newly written chapters, by many of the leading
scholars in the field, as well as a comprehensive introduction by the editors.
Insofar as possible, the material in this volume is presented in accessible
language, with an eye toward undergraduate and graduate students who may be coming
to some of this material for the first time. Scholars too will appreciate this
clarity, along with the chance to read about the latest advances in the
discipline. The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Social Science is broken up
into four parts. Historical and Philosophical Context Concepts Debates Individual
Sciences Edited by two of the leading scholars in the discipline, this volume is
essential reading for anyone interested in the philosophy of social science, and
its many areas of connection and overlap with key debates in the philosophy of
science.
Philosophy Of Social Science Alexander Rosenberg 1995-10-12 This is an expanded
and thoroughly revised edition of the widely adopted introduction to the
philosophical foundations of the human sciences. Ranging from cultural
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level and regardless of their disciplinary background. "
The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of the Social Sciences Stephen P. Turner
2008-06-09 The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of the Social Sciences collects
newly commissioned essays that examine fundamental issues in the social sciences.
Theory and Credibility Scott Ashworth 2021-07-20 "As political science has come to
depend more and more on quantitative methods, with a significant focus on causal
identification (put simply, "what causes what"), there has been a growing concern
that the questions scholars address are getting smaller, shrinking to include only
those topics for which the so-called "identification problem" can be
satisfactorily solved. Yet even if this problem cannot yet be solved for many
important and complex topics--democracy, inequality, violence, stability, and many
more--there is much left to learn; in particular, clear theories that provide
better insight into the central mechanisms at work. These theories can help orient
new empirical work, thus fueling a virtuous cycle between empirical and
theoretical insights. In this ambitious book. Ashworth et al address this key
challenge in the field with a new vision of how to connect empirical and
theoretical work, one rooted in the idea of "all else equal." Theory, the authors
argue, implicitly rests of the idea of "all-else-equal," and it's precisely this
question that empirical work attempts to confirm. Thus theory and empirics have an
intrinsic connection, and in recognizing this scholars can bridge the gap between
the two. The first part of the book examines the "all-else-equal" connection and
goes on to show how how theoretical models yield empirical implications and how
substantive identification is the lynch-pin of a credible research design. The
second part then follows the progressive back-and-forth between theory and
empirics in existing scholarship, breaking these interactions into five types:
reinterpreting, elaboration, distinguishing, disentangling, and modeling the
research design. Each chapter in this section provides concrete examples,
discussing a handful of papers that illustrates the relevant interaction between
theory and empirics. The overall goal of the book is to facilitate a closer and
more productive interaction between theory and empirics in social science"-Handbook on Research Assessment in the Social Sciences Engels, Tim C.E. 2022-04-19
This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of current developments, issues
and good practices regarding assessment in social science research. It pays
particular attention to the challenges in evaluation policies in the social
sciences, as well as to the specificities of publishing in the area.
Die Idee der Sozialwissenschaft und ihr Verhältnis zur Philosophie Peter Winch
1974
The Ant Trap Brian Epstein 2015-03-03 We live in a world of crowds and
corporations, artworks and artifacts, legislatures and languages, money and
markets. These are all social objects - they are made, at least in part, by people
and by communities. But what exactly are these things? How are they made, and what
is the role of people in making them? In The Ant Trap, Brian Epstein rewrites our
understanding of the nature of the social world and the foundations of the social
sciences. Epstein explains and challenges the three prevailing traditions about
how the social world is made. One tradition takes the social world to be built out
of people, much as traffic is built out of cars. A second tradition also takes
people to be the building blocks of the social world, but focuses on thoughts and
attitudes we have toward one another. And a third tradition takes the social world
to be a collective projection onto the physical world. Epstein shows that these
share critical flaws. Most fundamentally, all three traditions overestimate the
role of people in building the social world: they are overly anthropocentric.
Epstein starts from scratch, bringing the resources of contemporary metaphysics to
bear. In the place of traditional theories, he introduces a model based on a new
distinction between the grounds and the anchors of social facts. Epstein
illustrates the model with a study of the nature of law, and shows how to
interpret the prevailing traditions about the social world. Then he turns to
social groups, and to what it means for a group to take an action or have an
intention. Contrary to the overwhelming consensus, these often depend on more than
the actions and intentions of group members.
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The Research Companion Petra M. Boynton 2016-10-04 Have you ever wanted to know an
effective and ethical way to: Design a study? Recruit participants? Report
findings? And improve the quality and output of your research? The Research
Companion focuses on the practical skills needed to complete research in the
social or health sciences and development. It covers the behind-the-scenes
essentials you need to run an effective and ethical piece of research and offers
clear, honest advice to help avoid typical problems and improve standards and
outcomes. It addresses each stage of the research process from thinking of a
research idea, through to managing, monitoring, completing and reporting your
project, and working effectively and safely with participants and colleagues. As
well as covering theoretical issues in research, the book is full of links to
other resources and contains practical tips and stories from researchers at all
levels. This new edition is fully updated to reflect shifts in funding structures,
open access, and online developments and has a link to a blog and friendly online
community for readers to connect with diverse researchers all sharing experiences
and offering practical advice. The Research Companion brings hard-earned lessons
from the real world to offer invaluable guidance to all students of the social and
health sciences, from those just beginning their first research project, to
experienced researchers and practitioners. It will be instrumental in raising
readers’ competence levels and making their research more accurate, ethical, and
productive.
Science and Social Science Malcolm Williams 2012-10-02 Is social science really a
science at all, and if so in what sense? This is the first question that any
course on the philosophy of the social sciences must tackle. In this brief
introduction, Malcolm Williams gives students the grounding that will enable them
to discuss the issues involved with confidence. He looks at: * The historical
development of natural science and its distinctive methodology * the case in
favour of an objective science of the social which follows the same rules * The
arguments of social constructionists, interpretative sociologists and others
against objectivity and even science itself * recent developments in natural
science - for instance the rise of complexity theory and the increased questioning
of positivism - which bring it closer to some of the key arguments of social
science. Throughout, the book is illustrated with short clear examples taken from
the actual practice of social science research and from popular works of natural
science which will illuminate the debate for all students whatever their
background.
The Idea of Social Science and Proper Phenomenology Jonathan Tuckett 2018-06-11
This monograph examines an academic discipline in crisis. The author claims that
this field concerned with society and relationships is in trouble. No one can seem
to agree on what it does or how to go about doing it. His insightful argument
revives the thought of key phenomenologists often no longer considered in social
science. Looking predominantly at debates within religious studies, this book
uncovers certain misguided presuppositions which have strongly influenced scholars
in the field. This reflects itself in a Weberian Ideal regarding the institutional
place of science in the universities and a failure to properly consider the
epistemic status of knowledge produced for its own sake. But even recognizing
these issues will not get to the core of the crisis. It will not help scholars
better understand what it is to be human. To address this, the author digs deeper.
He draws on the philosophical phenomenology of Husserl’s Phenomenological Movement
to critique our very idea of social science. In the process, he presents a radical
approach to the question of humanity. This volume concludes that, properly
understood, social science is a hobby. It deserves no special place in the
university. Indeed, if it is to be pursued properly, it requires a fundamentally
revised understanding of humanity. The author argues this not of the sake of
controversy. Rather, his intention is to affect the necessary shift in our
understanding that will enable future constructive solutions.
Explanation in the Special Sciences Marie I. Kaiser 2013-11-29 Biology and history
are often viewed as closely related disciplines, with biology informed by history,
especially in its task of charting our evolutionary past. Maximizing the
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opportunities for cross-fertilization in these two fields requires an accurate
reckoning of their commonalities and differences—precisely what this volume sets
out to achieve. Specially commissioned essays by a team of recognized
international researchers cover the full panoply of topics in these fields and
include notable contributions on the correlativity of evolutionary and historical
explanations, applying to history the latest causal-mechanical approach in the
philosophy of biology, and the question of generalized laws that might pertain
across the two subjects. The collection opens with a vital interrogation of
general issues on explanation that apart from potentially fruitful areas of
interaction (could the etiology of the causal-mechanical perspective in biology
account for the historical trajectory of the Roman Empire?) this volume also seeks
to chart relative certainties distinguishing explanations in biology and history.
It also assesses techniques such as the use of probabilities in biological
reconstruction, deployed to overcome the inevitable gaps in physical evidence on
early evolution. Methodologies such as causal graphs and semantic explanation
receive in-depth analysis. Contributions from a host of prominent and widely read
philosophers ensure that this new volume has the stature of a major addition to
the literature. 
Understanding Institutions Francesco Guala 2016-07-12 Understanding Institutions
proposes a new unified theory of social institutions that combines the best
insights of philosophers and social scientists who have written on this topic.
Francesco Guala presents a theory that combines the features of three influential
views of institutions: as equilibria of strategic games, as regulative rules, and
as constitutive rules. Guala explains key institutions like money, private
property, and marriage, and develops a much-needed unification of equilibrium- and
rules-based approaches. Although he uses game theory concepts, the theory is
presented in a simple, clear style that is accessible to a wide audience of
scholars working in different fields. Outlining and discussing various
implications of the unified theory, Guala addresses venerable issues such as
reflexivity, realism, Verstehen, and fallibilism in the social sciences. He also
critically analyses the theory of "looping effects" and "interactive kinds"
defended by Ian Hacking, and asks whether it is possible to draw a demarcation
between social and natural science using the criteria of causal and ontological
dependence. Focusing on current debates about the definition of marriage, Guala
shows how these abstract philosophical issues have important practical and
political consequences. Moving beyond specific cases to general models and
principles, Understanding Institutions offers new perspectives on what
institutions are, how they work, and what they can do for us.
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Social Science Harold Kincaid 2012-08-23 The
philosophy of the social sciences considers the underlying explanatory powers of
the social (or human) sciences, such as history, economics, anthropology,
politics, and sociology. The type of questions covered includes the methodological
(the nature of observations, laws, theories, and explanations) to the ontological
— whether or not these sciences can explain human nature in a way consistent with
common-sense beliefs. This Handbook is a major, comprehensive look at the key
ideas in the field, is guided by several principles. The first is that the
philosophy of social science should be closely connected to, and informed by,
developments in the sciences themselves. The second is that the volume should
appeal to practicing social scientists as well as philosophers, with the
contributors being both drawn from both ranks, and speaking to ongoing
controversial issues in the field. Finally, the volume promotes connections across
the social sciences, with greater internal discussion and interaction across
disciplinary boundaries.
Philosophy of Social Science Mark Risjord 2022-07-26 Philosophy of Social Science:
A Contemporary Introduction examines perennial questions of philosophy through
engaging the empirical study of society. Questions of normativity concern the
place of values in social scientific inquiry. Questions of naturalism concern the
relationship between the natural and the social sciences. And questions of
reductionism ask how social institutions relate to the people who constitute them.
the-philosophy-of-social-science-reader-by-daniel-steel

This accessible text offers a comprehensive overview of debates in the field, with
special attention to new research programs. Topics include the relationship of
social policy to social science, interpretive research, cognitive and evolutionary
explanations, intentional action explanation, rational choice theory, conventions
and social norms, joint intentionality, causal inference, and experimentation.
Detailed examples of social scientific research motivate the philosophical
questions and illustrate the important concepts. Treating philosophical
commitments as implicit in social science, students of the social sciences will
benefit from its application of philosophical argument to methodological and
theoretical problems. The text argues that social science transforms philosophical
questions, and students of philosophy will benefit from its direct engagement with
contemporary debates. The Second Edition provides updates with the most recent
literature and adds two new chapters: one on modeling and one on the role of race
and gender in the social sciences. Key Updates to the Second Edition: A new
chapter on "Modeling and Explaining," which explores how models represent social
systems and whether highly idealized models explain A new chapter on "Race and
Other Social Constructions," capturing much of the recent empirical research and
philosophical interest in the social construction of categories like race and
gender Revised and updated chapters throughout, clarifying earlier presentations
and bringing discussions from the First Edition into line with new research
Updated annotated Further Reading lists, which now include relevant publications
from 2013 to 2022.
Understanding Social Theory Derek Layder 2005-11-22 "This is a robust text challenging and provocative and one which students will benefit from reading.
Layder guides the reader through a large body of relevant literature. He draws
attention to the strengths and weaknesses of particular approaches as he sees them
and he is not afraid to offer his own judgements on the issues and problems he
addresses." - Professor John Eldridge, University of Glasgow "One of the most
comprehensive, incisive and readable treatments of the macro-micro problem now
available." - Professor Paul Colomy, University of Denver This is a revised,
updated and enlarged version of the accessible, authoritative first edition - a
jargon-free textbook that provides an introduction to the core issues in social
theory. It includes: Chapter previews, summaries and a glossary of key terms. A
'problem focus' that encourages students to acquire skills of argument and
discussion. A concluding chapter relating theory to social domains. Relevant
examples from everyday life to illustrate key theoretical issues. It is essential
reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of social and sociological
theory.
Readings in the Philosophy of Social Science Michael Martin 1994 the first
comprehensive anthology in the philosophy of social science to appear since the
late 1960s
G.H. Mead G. H. Mead 2011-05-16 This book introduces social scientists to the
ideas of George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) - one of the most original yet neglected
thinkers of early twentieth century sociology. Mead is an exceptional case amongst
sociological classics in that, until now, there has been no comprehensive reader
of his work. As the first one-volume, comprehensive edited collection of Mead’s
published and unpublished writing, this book fills this gap. It is the first to
critically assess all of Mead's writings and draw out the aspects that are central
to his system of thought. The book is divided into three parts (social psychology,
science and epistemology, and democratic politics), comprising a total of 30
chapters - a third of which are published here for the first time. G.H. Mead: A
Reader provides a unique and timely contribution to the understanding of this key
theorist. It is essential reading for both undergraduate and postgraduate students
in the fields of sociology, social psychology, philosophy of social science,
social and cultural anthropology, and social and political theory.
The Philosophy of Social Science Reader Daniel Steel 2011 The Philosophy of Social
Science Reader is an outstanding, comprehensive and up-to-date collection of key
readings in the philosophy of social science, covering the essential issues,
problems and debates in this important interdisciplinary area... Featuring the
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work of influential philosophers and social scientists such as Ernest Nagel, Ian
Hacking, John Searle, Clifford Geertz, Daniel Kahneman, Steven Lukes and Richard
Dawkins, The Philosophy of Social Science Reader is the ideal text for philosophy
of social science courses, and for students in related disciplines interested in
the differences between the social and natural sciences. -- Product Description.
The Philosophy of Social Science Martin Hollis 1994-09 An introduction to the
philosophy of social science from a well-known author.
Mechanism and Causality in Biology and Economics Hsiang-Ke Chao 2013-07-31 This
volume addresses fundamental issues in the philosophy of science in the context of
two most intriguing fields: biology and economics. Written by authorities and
experts in the philosophy of biology and economics, Mechanism and Causality in
Biology and Economics provides a structured study of the concepts of mechanism and
causality in these disciplines and draws careful juxtapositions between
philosophical apparatus and scientific practice. By exploring the issues that are
most salient to the contemporary philosophies of biology and economics and by
presenting comparative analyses, the book serves as a platform not only for
gaining mutual understanding between scientists and philosophers of the life
sciences and those of the social sciences, but also for sharing interdisciplinary
research that combines both philosophical concepts in both fields. The book begins
by defining the concepts of mechanism and causality in biology and economics,
respectively. The second and third parts investigate philosophical perspectives of
various causal and mechanistic issues in scientific practice in the two fields.
These two sections include chapters on causal issues in the theory of evolution;
experiments and scientific discovery; representation of causal relations and
mechanism by models in economics. The concluding section presents
interdisciplinary studies of various topics concerning extrapolation of life
sciences and social sciences, including chapters on the philosophical
investigation of conjoining biological and economic analyses with, respectively,
demography, medicine and sociology.
The Philosophy of Social Science Garry Potter 2014-06-11 New Perspectives of the
Philosophy of Social Science provides a comprehensive history, explanation and
critique of empiricism and positivism within the natural and social sciences, as
well as an overview of the interpretivist/hermeneutic tradition in social science.
Questions concerning the criteria for judging truth and validity, the nature of
rationality, social reality and scientificity, unfold in a uniquely accessible
dialogue format. Students with no previous knowledge of this highly contested
field will find themsleves taken on an entertaining and challenging philosophical
journey. The dialogue anticipates the most frequently asked questions of such
readers, provides clear explanations of all specialised terminology and
contextualises contemporary debates. It thus transforms potential confusion into a
clear understanding of complex issues. The text shows how the perspectives of
earlier traditions persist in modified form, covering poststructuralism,
postmodernism, critical theory, feminist epistemology and concludes with a
critical realist account of both natural and social science. New Perspectives of
the Philosophy of Social Science is essential reading for students of social
theory and the philosophy of social science. Students across the full range of
social science disciplines will find the book of interest. Sociology students will
find it a particularly valuable resource.
The Philosophy Student Writer's Manual and Reader's Guide Anthony J. Graybosch
2017-06-29 The Philosophy Student Writer’s Manual and Reader’s Guide, Fourth
Edition, is a set of instructions and exercises that sequentially develop
citizenship, academic, and professional skills while providing students with
knowledge about a wide range of philosophical concepts, phenomena, and information
sources. Part 1 begins by teaching students to read newspapers and other media
sources critically and analytically. It focuses on the crafts of writing and
scholarship by providing the basics of grammar, style, formats, and source
citation, and then introduces students to a variety of rich information resources.
Part 2 provides advanced exercises in ethics, metaphysics, philosophy of the mind,
philosophy of religion, and political philosophy.
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Philosophy Of Social Science 2E Second Edition Alexander Rosenberg 1995-10-12 This
is an expanded and thoroughly revised edition of the widely adopted introduction
to the philosophical foundations of the human sciences. Ranging from cultural
anthropology to mathematical economics, Alexander Rosenberg leads the reader
through behaviorism, naturalism, interpretativism about human action, and
macrosocial scientific perspectives, illuminating the motivation and strategy of
each.Rewritten throughout to increase accessibility, this new edition retains the
remarkable achievement of revealing the social sciences’ enduring relation to the
fundamental problems of philosophy. It includes new discussions of positivism,
European philosophy of history, causation, statistical laws, quantitative models,
and postempiricist social science, along with a completely updated literature
guide that keys chapters to widely anthologized papers.
Contemporary Philosophy and Social Science Michiru Nagatsu 2019-05-30 How should
we theorize about the social world? How can we integrate theories, models and
approaches from seemingly incompatible disciplines? Does theory affect social
reality? This state-of-the-art collection addresses contemporary methodological
questions and interdisciplinary developments in the philosophy of social science.
Facilitating a mutually enriching dialogue, chapters by leading social scientists
are followed by critical evaluations from philosophers of social science. This
exchange showcases recent major theoretical and methodological breakthroughs and
challenges in the social sciences, as well as fruitful ways in which the analytic
tools developed in philosophy of science can be applied to understand these
advancements. The volume covers a diverse range of principles, methods,
innovations and applications, including scientific and methodological pluralism,
performativity of theories, causal inferences and applications of social science
to policy and business. Taking a practice-orientated and interactive approach, it
offers a new philosophy of social science grounded in and relevant to the emerging
social science practice.
Philosophy of Social Science Alexander Rosenberg 2018-04-17 Philosophy of Social
Science provides a tightly argued yet accessible introduction to the philosophical
foundations of the human sciences, including economics, anthropology, sociology,
political science, psychology, history, and the disciplines emerging at the
intersections of these subjects with biology. Philosophy is unavoidable for social
scientists because the choices they make in answering questions in their
disciplines force them to take sides on philosophical matters. Conversely, the
philosophy of social science is equally necessary for philosophers since the
social and behavior sciences must inform their understanding of human action,
norms, and social institutions. The fifth edition retains from previous editions
an illuminating interpretation of the enduring relations between the social
sciences and philosophy, and reflects on developments in social research over the
past two decades that have informed and renewed debate in the philosophy of social
science. An expanded discussion of philosophical anthropology and modern and
postmodern critical theory is new for this edition.
The History and Philosophy of Social Science H. Scott Gordon 2002-09-11 First
published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
The SAGE Handbook of the Philosophy of Social Sciences Ian C Jarvie 2011-02-17 what is the relationship between the social sciences and the natural sciences? where do today's dominant approaches to doing social science come from? - what are
the main fissures and debates in contemporary social scientific thought? - how are
we to make sense of seemingly contrasting approaches to how social scientists find
out about the world and justify their claims to have knowledge of it? In this
exciting handbook, Ian Jarvie and Jesús Zamora-Bonilla have put together a wideranging and authoritative overview of the main philosophical currents and
traditions at work in the social sciences today. Starting with the history of
social scientific thought, this handbook sets out to explore that core
fundamentals of social science practice, from issues of ontology and epistemology
to issues of practical method. Along the way it investigates such notions as
paradigm, empiricism, postmodernism, naturalism, language, agency, power, culture,
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and causality. Bringing together in one volume leading authorities in the field
from around the world, this book will be a must-have for any serious scholar or
student of the social sciences.
Reader's Guide to the Social Sciences Jonathan Michie 2014-02-03 This 2-volume
work includes approximately 1,200 entries in A-Z order, critically reviewing the
literature on specific topics from abortion to world systems theory. In addition,
nine major entries cover each of the major disciplines (political economy;
management and business; human geography; politics; sociology; law; psychology;
organizational behavior) and the history and development of the social sciences in
a broader sense.
Phenomenology and the Social World Laurie Spurling 2013-10-15 The term
‘phenomenology’ has become almost as over-used and emptied of meaning as that
other word from Continental Philosophy, namely ‘existentialism’. Yet Husserl, who
first put forward the phenomenological method, considered it a rigorous
alternative to positivism, and in the hands of Merleau-Ponty, a disciple of
Husserl in France, phenomenology became a way of gaining a disciplined and
coherent perspective on the world in which we live. When this study originally
published in 1977 there were only a few books in English on Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy. It introduced the reader and suggested how his thought might throw
light on some of the assumptions and presuppositions of certain contemporary forms
of Anglo-Saxon philosophy and social science. It also demonstrates how
phenomenology seeks to unite philosophy and social science, rather than define
them as mutually exclusive domains of knowledge.
Encyclopedia of Philosophy and the Social Sciences Byron Kaldis 2013-04-02 "This
encyclopedia, magnificently edited by Byron Kaldis, will become a valuable source
both of reference and inspiration for all those who are interested in the
interrelation between philosophy and the many facets of the social sciences. A
must read for every student of the humanities." Wulf Gaertner, University of
Osnabrueck, Germany "Like all good works of reference this Encyclopedia of
Philosophy and the Social Sciences is not to be treated passively: it provides
clear and sometimes controversial material for constructive confrontation. It is a
rich resource for critical engagement. The Encyclopedia conceived and edited by
Byron Kaldis is a work of impressive scope and I am delighted to have it on my
bookshelf." David Bloor, Edinburgh University "This splendid and possibly unique
work steers a skilful course between narrower conceptions of philosophy and the
social sciences. It will be an invaluable resource for students and researchers in
either or both fields, and to anyone working on the interrelations between them."
William Outhwaite, Newcastle University The Encyclopedia of Philosophy and the
Social Sciences is the first of its kind in bringing the subjects of philosophy
and the social sciences together. It is not only about the philosophy of the
social sciences but, going beyond that, it is also about the relationship between
philosophy and the social sciences. The subject of the Encyclopedia is
purposefully multi- and inter-disciplinary. Knowledge boundaries are both
delineated and crossed over. The goal is to convey a clear sense of how philosophy
looks at the social sciences and to mark out a detailed picture of how the two are
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interrelated: interwoven at certain times but also differentiated and contrasted
at others. The Entries cover topics of central significance but also those that
are both controversial and on the cutting-edge, underlining the unique mark of
this Encyclopedia: the interrelationship between philosophy and the social
sciences, especially as it is found in fresh ideas and unprecedented hybrid
disciplinary areas. The Encyclopedia serves a further dual purpose: it contributes
to the renewal of the philosophy of the social sciences and helps to promote novel
modes of thinking about some of its classic problems.
The Philosophy Of Social Science. Martin Hollis 2000 This textbook by Martin
Hollis offers an exceptionally clear and concise introduction to the philosophy of
social science. It examines questions which give rise to fundamental philosophical
issues. Are social structures better conceived of as systems of laws and forces,
or as webs of meanings and practices? Is social action better viewed as rational
behaviour, or as self-expression? By exploring such questions, the reader is led
to reflect upon the nature of scientific method in social science. Is the aim to
explain the social world after a manner worked out for the natural world, or to
understand the social world from within?
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Science Paul Humphreys 2016-08-04 This
handbook provides both an overview of state-of-the-art scholarship in philosophy
of science, as well as a guide to new directions in the discipline. Section I
contains broad overviews of the main lines of research and the state of
established knowledge in six principal areas of the discipline, including
computational, physical, biological, psychological and social sciences, as well as
general philosophy of science. Section II covers what are considered to be the
traditional topics in the philosophy of science, such as causation, probability,
models, ethics and values, and explanation. Section III identifies new areas of
investigation that show promise of becoming important areas of research, including
the philosophy of astronomy and astrophysics, data, complexity theory,
neuroscience, simulations, post-Kuhnian philosophy, post-empiricist epistemology,
and emergence. Most chapters are accessible to scientifically educated nonphilosophers as well as to professional philosophers, and the contributors - all
leading researchers in their field -- bring diverse perspectives from the North
American, European, and Australasian research communities. This volume is an
essential resource for scholars and students.
Philosophy of the Social Science Maurice Natanson 1963
Philosophy of Social Science Ted Benton 2001-08-25 This is the first book in the
new series, is a comprehensive introduction to philosophical problems in the
social sciences, encompassing traditional and contemporary perspectives. It is
readily accessible, with a firm emphasis on communicating difficult philosophical
ideas clearly and effectively to those from outside this discipline. Ted Benton
and Ian Craib move systematically through major topic areas, from positivism to
post-structuralism, using a wide variety of examples and cases to illustrate key
themes.
Interpretive Social Science Paul Rabinow 1979-01-01
An welchem Punkt stehen wir? Giorgio Agamben 2020-12-07
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